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I. INTRODUCTION

_.e program carried out at Electro-Optical Systems under Cbntract

No. NAS 8-2459 has been concerned with a feasibility study of using

a laser beacon for daylight optical tracking; the scope of the work

to include:

A. To determine whether or not an airborne laser light source

is practical if used as a pulsed Leacon for daylight optical

tracking.

B. The beacon is to be used with a Be-4 Ballistic Camera and

meet the following requirements:

I. Range detection of 500 nautical miles in daylight.

2. Frequency of flash, once every i0 seconds.

3. Minlmumof I00 flashes.

_ 4. Flash beacon width to be as wide as practical (180 ° ideal).

5. The weight and power requir&d should be held as low as

feasible.

6. The spectral output of the laser to be compatible to

available narrow band pass optical filters.

The initiation of this program has been based on the desire of

tracking in daylight the Saturn booster by means of s pattern of

BC-4 cameras. The necessity of tracking in daylight is llot only

governed by convenience but of other considerations which are not

perelnent here.

The purpose of using a laser output'over other light sources,

e.g. flash tubes, stems from its high power output Within a narrow

frequency region. Standard light sources are inherently broadbanded.
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This implies th._t the power output at m_y given frequency interval

is only a small percentage of the total output. The laser is able

to convert a large percentage of light of all frequencies into one

sm_ll frequency hand and so is Inhe'rent)y able to g_ve higher out-

putz in this snusll band. This advantage can only be utilized_

however, if the receiver is nmrrow band also. Unfortunately_ no

known _ilters can be found with transr,iasion bandwidth= which are

nearly as narrow as t,le laser output_ less than 0.i _. The best

that can be found in the optical region hav_ bandwidths of about

I _,gstz_;m unit. In the beacon application_ this L-ans that: a much

larger bandwidth of noise gets into the receiver than ia optimum.

_ever 3 as will be shown below_ the difficulty in using the laser

as a beacon lies not in the si.=_nal-to-noise ratio so much as in the

amount of light energy necessary to expose a photographic film.

Therefore_ although one is not able to utilize the laser to its beat

advantage_ one is still able to use it successfully as a beacon.

One is helped in this in that the output of most lasers available

today have frequencies in the red and near infra-red _egion of the

spectrum where the intensity of the sky light background approaches

a minimum.

The best filters available for use in our receivers are of an

interference type. The transmission through such a filter depends

very strongly upon the angle of incidence of the light upon its

3urface. Thus_ in oruer to maintain a transmission at a given

frequency, one must maintain a constant angle of incidence, usually

normal incidence_ from the laser beacon. This necessitates a tracking

mechanism to keep the normal to the filte _ always pointed towards

• the beacon. This tracking can be quite loose 3 however, Just to keep

the transmission through the filter high. Since the flight path of

the missile is already predetermined_ the tracking can be pre-

programmed or_ alternatively, information can b¢_:given for tracking

from a ground radar tracking _tation.
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" In order that background light kept a minimum, a
the be to

shutter will have to be designed which can be opened when the laser

i beacon flashes and i_ within the correct range. Thus a program
will al6u be ne6essary _.... a shutter which opens and _huts a_ _=

I to the speed of the beacon flash as is possible and which only opensfor a certain of the beacon flashes, i.e. the ones whose image falls

upon aud will give some darkening on the film. Furthermore, in

! . order to better distinguish between flashes and to present backgrounds

from accmnulating from one flash to the next, a collima=or shoul4 be

I used. This collimator need be the tracking for the
only as good as

filters.

I One of tb_ characteristics of the laser, useful for other pur_ses,

cannot be used here. This is its ver_ well collimated beam. In

._ order to project the light to several cmmeras, spread widely on the

ground, some type of beam diverger must be used. The actual divergence,

of course, depends upon the separation of the cameras from each other

and the distance from the flight path. Since no information is yet

available on ihese parameters, all calculations have been made on the

I as._umption of 180° beam spread.

Another characteristic of lasers is that they operate more

efflciently at lower temperatures. Thus, a lighter weight beacon

package is to be anticinated by operating at lower temperatures.

This, of course, requires a low temperature dewar. Pmwever, the

reduction in power requirements for optically pumping the laser is

such that the overall package is lower in weight.
i
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2. LASER BEACON SYSTEMS PROPOSAL

A block diagr-m of all the essenti_l _lements of a laser beacon

system is shown in Fig. 2.1. The laser beacon proper is shown on the

iefthand side of the flgu_e while the detection apparatus is shown on

the right. A getleral description of the operatlon of the system is

as follows:

i

A suitable laser material is fabricated for optimum pumping and

lasering output. The excess heat is carried away from the laser

into a cooling bath. Pump power is supplied to the laser material by

discharging a charged energy storage capacitor through a flashtt,be.

The storage capacitor is charged to several kilovolts by a DC power

supply. Normally_ the flashtube will not conduct at this voltage.

Conduction will take place only when a suitable trigger pulse is

supplied to ml electrode located close to the wall of the flashtube.

The timing cf these pulses can be controlled, e.g., through the use

of a timer. Figure 2.2 depicts a proposed power supply and flashtube

assembly with provision for triggering.

A beam spreader 3 consisting of optical parts, is used to transform

the parallel output bes_ of th_ l.ser iDto a divergent be_m of

suitable angular _pread.

The laser signal is to be received basically by the BC-4 camera.

However, auxiliary equipment will be necessary to ausure a good Q

_ignal-to-noise ratio as well aS maintaining exact s:_chronization

between la_er flash and shutter opening. Regarding the s_gnal-to-

noise qualification, a narrow..band inter£erence Jilter is to be

located in front of the BC-4 len0. Furthermore, as the shutter is

to be opened several times_ a collimator is also anticipated which
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i w_ Ii prevent m_,!Lipl_ exposures of the sky background -it any given
point on the photographic film. Both the collimator and the inter-

ference filter must always remain norm_l to the signal direction,and this could be accomplished Ly programming.

_" Means will have to be provided for preventing "exposures in aline-of-sight of the sun. This could be accomplished by monitoring

the lens opening with an aux$ iiary phototube which closes the shutEer

_ for large exposuzes.

!

l

!

!

i

i

I
}
I
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3. DESCRIPTION OF CO_LPONENTS

3.1 Lasc,r

The heart of the laser beacon system i= the laser itself.

The number of different lasers is inc.reasing _ol_thly, The threshold

power, i.e. the minimum necessary electrical powe_ to cause lasering,

i8 beJ.ng lowered by c_.olce of n_w materials and by design and

polishing techniques. Thus efficiencies, power outputs, frequency

stability, rellabilitT, etc._ are conti:lually improving. However,

no laser materi_ _ has been as thoroughl_ investigated as the ruby

laser, i.e. chromiu_ dope_ almminum oxide. For this reason, all

calculations for this report are based on these characteristics:

Peak power out 20 k_!owatt:

Duration of light out I millisecond

Frequency of output 6940 Augetcom units

Efficiency 1.0 _ercent

It is _o be understood thac L,,=_e',r,_= th_ characteristics of an

ex_stlng laser. The improvements will not only reduce the necessary

weight bu._ increase the power output. In futur_ t one may easily see

efllclencles up to 50 percent and power outputs above one megawatt.

A llst cf the presently knowp laser mate=ials is shown

in Table I togeth_= with th_ wavelengths _t which las_ring ac=ion

takes place.
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3.2 Dewar

A liquid hellu_ dewar assembly has been designed for

coe!ing the laser materials and performing experima_ts with laser

materials at liquid helium temperatureB. It is anticipated that the

total wel_t requirements for a cooled system wilJ he considerably

less than an uncooled system as the power requirements will be

greatly reduced. A diagram o_ the liquid helium dewar assembly is

shown in Fig. 3.2. The unique features of thi_ assembly are as

follows:

I. It can be operated in any erientatior.

2. It nasa thermal in6ulator surrounding the nitrogen

chamber which is porous to allow precooling with

_scaping nitrogen gases.

3. It has a sapphire shell intimately contacted to the

ruby lasez crystal to allow rapid cooling duri_ig and

_fter operation.

3.3 Flashtube

Flashtubes are made in a wide variety of shapes and sizes,

as well as with varying specificat!ons. There are two shapes that

have been used in laser applications: the helical and linear. 'Ehe

latter is especially suited with cylindri,:al .nirro_s of elliptic

cross-section for coupling the light output to the laser material.

In this configuration, the fiashtube and laser material are situated

along the 'focal'axes' of the elliptical cylinder, as shown in Fig. 3.1.

The energy required per pu!sa far laser action in ruby is quoted for

such a configuration (see S6ction 3.1), and a suitable flashtube is,

e.g., the FX-38, manufactured by Edgerton, Cermeshausen and Grief, Inc.

1920-Fina! -I0-
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3.4 Po__we_r_

I The design of a power supply depends on the energy required

per flash to produce laser action. In the present design, attention

l has been focused on the presently known information on the uncooled

ruby laser.

For a ruby laser in the elliptical configuration, approxi-

mately 200 joules per pulse are required. At 4 KV, an energy storage

capacitor of 24 _f Is needed. The average current drc.wn fGr a pulsing

rate of once every ten seconds is about 10 mA. Sorensen and Co., Inc.,

I make DC-to-DC converters with a nominal output voltage of I000 volts
rated at 25 _% and requires a 28 VDC input. Four of these inverters

I can be placed in series to obtain the necessary 4003 V. Each unit weighs9 " I "

two pounds, and the cross-sectlonal dimensions are 3 _ x 3 I-_ "

There are no vacuum tubes used in these units. A diagrm_ of a

I converter can be seen in Fig. 3.3.

i It appears that 28 volts power source will be available fromthe Saturn vehicle if power requirements are not above 20 watts.

Should additional power be required, it could be uhtained from, say,

i NICd cells. Cells of 1.25 volts nominal are available from Gould

National Batteries, Inc., with ratings of 2.3 ampere-hours, and a

I weight of " ounces eacho A stack of 23 such cells can be connected
in series to give the desired 28 V and easily last for ].00 pulses.

I The total weight of the cells would be about fouz pounds and thedimensions: L = 35" D _ I 3".

i 3.5 E_qer_a_ S$_ Capacitor i

It was mentioned in a previous section that a capaclt_nce

i of approximately 25 _f will be needed for the energy storage capacitor
in the case of the rub?¢ laser. 'l%_eSpragu(_ Electric Company

I 1920-Final -13-
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nmnufactures photoflash capacitors of 25 _fd rated at 4000 V. The
'_ 3" i"

weight Is 7 ¼ pounds and has dimensions of 4 _6 x 3 _ x 9 _ .

I '_lis unit is designed fo" long life, however, and it might be advanta-
geous to use capacit._rs with a shoz_ life ar,d lighter weigh£.

A method of triggering the flashtube is shown in Fig. 2.2.

I It meets the requirement that no vacuum tubes be employed. The

de_crlpt_on of the circuit is as follows:

[ A bleeder circuit is placed across the output of the DC-to-DC

converter providing 200 volts to which a 25 Nfd capacitor is charged.

The flashtube is triggered whenever the charged cap£zltor is electri-

cally connected to the primary coil of the ignitio= transformer

(Thordarson 22-R-44). The electrical connection can be am ; by
e.g._ the contacts of a relay, which in turn can be controlled, say,

by a timer, The weight of th_ circuitry beyond the storage capacitor,includlng the flashtube and laser material, would be about two to

three pounds.

3.7 Beam Divergers

E Beam dlvergers can be classified generally into two
categories: 180° beam divergence, m%d less than 180° beam divergeuce.

The two methods for 180° beam divergence that have been considered

f were the cassegrain mirror plus lens system, and the fiber optics

bundle. The simpler of the two, _nd having more flexibility, is

I" the fiber optics bundle. _t has been suggested, however 3 (from

discussions held between Dr. P. C. Fletcher and Mr. P. Button of

Electro-Optlcal Systems, Inc., and Messrs. Reinbolt, Ta_lor and

Simpson of M.S.F.C.) that _he beam divergence may be less than 180°

I and a simple lens _yetem would be the most suitable.

!
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3.8 Interference Filter

Various _yi_es of filters were considered as a means of

reducing the sky beckg_ound exposure: they were the glass color,

birefringent, and interference filt--s.

The gl_ss color filter has the advantage that the transmission

regim_ is independent of the angle of incidence of the radiation.

However, the transmission bandwidth is much too great, and the

resulting slgnal-to-noise would correspondingly be too low, Another

disadvantage is that the reflection off the front face is dependent

on the angle of incidence.

The birefringent filter cen, in principle, be made ro give
o

haif-bandwidths down to i A. Similar to the interference filter, it

suffers the disadvantage that light must b_ incident normal tc the

front face, but the construction of the filter is such that r_latively

large dimensions are involved (See Fig. 3.4; L is of the order of

millimeter), and the location of the wavelength for peak transmission

can be given to _ h_gher precision than, 6ay_ interference filters

(sac below). However, _here are a multitude of related wavelengths

which show peak transmission and an interference or glass-color

filc_.r mu_t be u_ed in tsndem for isolating one wavelength.

T_,_ investigation of the interference filter has proven to

be the most fruitful. Ba_rd-Atomlc, Inc., makes such filters with
o

halZ-bandwidths do%_ to 0.I percent or 7 A at peak transmlssloz_
o

around 7000 A. The tolerance in locating the pegk cransmissign wave-
o

length is as much as I0 A, which could be a serious disadvantage.
o

The peak transmission ie about 40 percent for the 7 A half-bandwldthso
o

If grs&ter half-b_n_aidths can be tolerated, e.g., I percent or 70 A,

the peak tr-.ne_!sslor,would be about 65 percet,t.

1920 Final -16-
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._other manufacturer ef interference filters is Librsscope,

Inc.; their filters have a pe;,k transmission of 75 percent and half-

bandwidths of i percent at any A.

As stated above, an interference filter suffers the dis-

advantage of having to keep its plane perpendicular to the ii_e-of-

sight of the laser signal. Tl_is could be accomplished through

programming of the filter mount. The eflect of m_ ealignment is such

that an angle of incidence of 5° w_ll cut down the transmission _und

consequently, the siBnal-to-noise ratlo, to 50 percent of _aximum,.

Baird-Atomic, Inc. manufactures filters up to 6 _'in diameter and,

upon special request, will make 8m_y desirable size and shape. The

price quotation8 for single units of I percent bandwidth filters

are as follows: I" square, _65; 2" square, _i00; 4" square, about

_425; and a 6" equate I about _500. Lower prices prevail for orders

of six or _ore filters.

3.9 Collimator

As a number of exposures will be taken by any one camera,

the total background exposure would degrade the signal-to-noise ratio

for a single exposure if no _diflcations are made° Basically, what

is needed is a collimator which will reduce the size of the sky

image to an extent wher_ non-overlapping of adjacent images occur.

In order t;, ,_ete_mine suitable dimensions fc,r the collimator,

reference is made t_. F_g. 3.5. The following symbols are utilized:

a - the dimr.eter of _he collimator

b - th_ length of the collimator

0 - the angle col!imato1: makes with the normal to the lens

- the angle that a diagonal of the collimatc_r makes with

its length

f - focal length of the lens.
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Fro_ Fig. 3.5, it is seen that the spot size, Ay, can be

given by :

C

_y = f !tan(_+ _) - _anC0 " _), (i)
L j

Assuming vehicle speeds ef roughly 6000 m.p.h, a focal length

of 30.5 cm (for the " Astrotar" lens), and a slant range of 500

nautical miles, the inmge separation for successive flashes 10 seconds

apart becomes about 1 cm. Therefore, for non-overlapping of sky

imager., the spot size should be no larger thal_ 1 ca. From the above

equation, this is realized when @ = 16_ (image near edge of plate)

and _ - 1°. Since tan _ = _, the length of the collimator must he

about 60 times its diameter. A colli.-mtor that completely enc!os£s

the " A_trotar" lens (aperture m /_8 ) would be about 23 feet long.

This length is impractically long.

A honeyco_b pattern (see Fig. 3.8) can be used, however,

with some sacrifice in signal strength. As an ex_ple, one can

choose the length of the honeycomb to be about 15" _ the cross-section
i" I"

of a s_ot _ x _ , and wall thichness 4 mils. Under these conditions,

the light signal lost by a reduction in the effective lens area would

be about 5 percent. The inner walls will not be 100 percent 8bsorhing_

and wall reflections will raise the background somewhat.

For m_ximum tranemission thz_ough the collimator, it must

have its non_al remain parallel to the incident laser signal. Any

misalignment will result in signal loss. In order to study the ext_=nt

of signal reductlo,_ on mlsalio=_Iment, reference is made to Fig. 3.6.

We assume an angle &f incidence, _, with respect to the collimator

normal, x represents the effective width of the incident beam thatO

will be t_ansmit£ed tnrougn one slot. We have

x - D sin _ - ¢)

1920-Final -20-
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and the fraction transmitted upon misalignn_t is

a = a sin_ (2)

If there is a I° misallgru_ent, then _ mu_t be as large as,

say, 4° for e 75 percent transmlssslon. This meon6, of co_:rse, that

o':er-lappir- of sky images w_ll be necessary_ but, as pointeo _ut

below, some pre-fogging m_y be necessary, a,._i5he over-lappino might

be used for this purpose.

3.i0 Shutter

A_, ideal shutter would be one that has a rectangular response,

is synchronized precisely with the laser flash, and has its "open"

time equal to the flash duration. A limitation is placed on the speed

of the shutter by the large dimensions involved; of the order of five

inches in diameter. Three types of shutters tha_ have been considered

are: the louvre, e_ectro-.optie, and stress plate. Th.e most promisiDg

one is the J.ou_re type, Which has b._en _ommercially buil_ for a 12

inch camera ape'_ture having _n opening and closing time of 2 m!lli-

[Missiles  kets,9,32 1961 .Th.woulddegradeseconds

_-'_esiMnal-to-noiae ratio by a fa_-tor of two (assuming laser outputs

of 1 millisecond duration). However, as is pointed out below a_d

mentioned above, some pre-fog_ing may be necessary and the shutter

opening mig[,_ De used, in part. for this purpose..

3.11 P;ogramgr, Co-,.,unication Lin_.__._,and T_ackers

In additlon t_ proErammlng .equire._ents associated with tha

tracking of the colli'_ator and tha interference fi_cer mentioned above,

a program will be necessary for triggering a predetermined sequenze

of camaza shutters for all %he cameras o_ the range of the veh_ ._e a

f1%_t. The transit time of the light signal from the _eacon to a

camera site will have to be taken into account. Ic would take light

,.
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about 3 millis'econds to travel 500 nautical miles_ and this time is

of the order of the lena " open" time.

I Methods for synchronizing shutter opening with the laser

flash have been looked into. At present_ there are two systems under
I
I consideraLion: one is to celementer the fl_sh Crigger pulee co the

laser with one of the other co=.nunication links to the vehicle. The

second method is to )perate the shutter and laser with separate timers
which are synchronized to one millisecond; these timers would have to

be accurate to I part in 106 . The relative desirability of these two

systems depends upon the availability of a communicstion link to the

vehlcle.

I A preliminary schematic of the tracking system is shown

i in Figs, 3.7 and 3.8.

I

I

I

i

I

|

!

[
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FIG. 3.7 LASER.BEACONFILTER-COLLII_TORTRACK'r.I_ASSEMBLYFOR BC-4
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4. SIGNAL-TO°_OISE C_LCUI_TiONS

The signal strength, and hence the sigual-to-noise ra_io, received

at the BC-4 camera depends on many factors, the nmjor ones being:
I

laser output, bea,_pread, atmospheric condition, and zenith distance.

.The remaining sources of signal degradation, such as losses through

the collimator, interference filter, and lens system, are omitted in

this section as the signal and noise are attenuated equally. The_-

will be discussed, however, in Section 5.

I

If the _Jeer transmitted by the ruby laser is PT and the beam-

spread is 180 °, then the power recelved/area a distance R away is:

PT " T

PR = --- (3)
2_R 2

-_,

where T is the ,ran=mission of the atmosphere.

The presently known output of the ruby laser is approximately 20Kw.

Then, _or a slant range of 500 nautical miles the unattenuated power/area

received is 34.4 x 10"11 watts/if 2. The curves of Fi_. _.I show the

ctmospherlc transmission as a function of both the zenith distance
I

and "haze". These curves will be utilized below in signal-to-noise

calculatlons.

]_,e z_nlth distance is an angular co-ordlnate measuring from the

zenith. Other angular co-ordinates used _n thi_ _ectlon are the
azimuth and the altitude. ,These three co-ordlnates _re d_picted in

Fig. 4,2. The gum of _he altitude and the zenith distance is always

equal to 90° . The term '%aze" is used here in the sense of atmospheric

condition, i.e,, very clear, clear, light haze, etc.
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An extencive search of the literature was under.taken to accumulate

all available data on the speutr_l irradiation from the skyo Ideally,

the sky data demanded is the spectral distributiu,, a_ s function of

altitude and azimuth for various selar altitudes (see Fig. 4.2). In

those references where the spectral distribution is given, there is

no know!edge of th_ sky co-ordinates nor the sun's altitude

L . _hmdle et el., J. Opt Soc Am. <0 1187 (1960); E. E Bell,

at. el., J. Opt. Soc. %m. 30, 1313 (1960)J_ In another reference

_Jones and Conduit, J. Opt. Soc. Aal. 3_,, [23 (19&_)J the background

irradlatio_ from the sky is given, in photometric unit_, as a function

of azim_,th, altitude, and sun's loc_tion; however, there _s la<k of

knowledge of the spectral distribution. The Smithsonlan @_trophysicai

Tables (8th revised edition, TabLe 777, page 611) give the spectral

distribution in relative units for a zenith distance of about 50°.

The desired info.'-mationwas extrapolated from the data of Jones

and Conduit by the followins outline: The relation between the

_* luminous flux in photometric units and the spectra% distribution is

physical units is given by _ee A_trophysica[ Quantities,
C. W. Allen

(the Athloue Press, I_ndon, 1955) page 103j

V j

o

where F is the luminous flux in h,_ans,v

g_ is the relative !um_.:iousefficiency factor, o
and _ is the spectra _ power per unit wavelength in watte/_.

In order to determine Fk one must know its relative spectral

distribution. Pk can be represepted by:

_bk
q - . , (51

which is a good approximation for the values from the Smithsonisn _ables.1
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-, "iRe empirical c,_rve for Kk can be appzoximated by a GausEiall shape,

and thus we can write

-_ (_ - Xo)2 (6)K__ e

" ;o:]
F = 680 a _ e eL\
Xr I

O

-b (k° LK_ _
= 680 a e j C_

b

--_- b (X° -2_)or, _"- !.47 x 10-3 e Fv (7)

The constant b is deduced frustathe slope of a plot of the loKar_tb._-

of the relative power as , function of wavelength, whichj from the
o-I

Smith_onian tahle_, yields: b = 3.62 x IC"4 A . The comstants a and

k are deduced from that Gaussian curve which best lits the luminous

o o-2 o
efficiency curve; obtaining _ = 2.75 x 10-6 A , and k = 5600 t..o

The _ata of Jones and Condu_t give the sky luminence values in

ft-l&mberts. This can be converted to illuminance values by:

B
s

I = co_ cos 0
S F,

B (8)s

IB - -- cosor /(D

where Is is the sky illuminance in lumens/ft 2

is the solid angle of th,. -_ny u.'cmcn= considered

is the luminance of the sky in ft-lamSerts

and 0 is the angle that the sky element makes with the

normal to the illuminatec[ plane.
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i

i Equation (6) yields the sky illuminance in lumens/ft 2 • st_r_,dian.
If these values are substituted for F in equation (7), and the resulting

V

value of a substituted into eauation (5), then the resulting value of
FA, the spectral distribution of the background sky, will be in unitso
of watts/ft 2 - steradian - A.

| o
", l_ub'_lasers at a wavelength of 6943 A; on substituting this value

for k into equation (5) one can obtain the background noise at the

i wavelength of the ruby output. '_e f ral noise values obtained from

the data of Jones and Conduit %it in tLe range (0.58 x 10-4 -_ 28.2 x 10-4)

| ow/ft 2 - steradian - A. The data of Mundie, et el., yield 2.3 x 10-4
o

w/ft 2 - steradian - A, while the d_ta of Bell, et el., yield
O

I 0.65 x 10-4 w/ft 2 - steradi_l - A. it i8 thus seen that the converted
data of Jones and C_ndult zncompass the other data.

I The _i_,ai-_o-noise exposure ratios are deduced from the following

considerations. Suppose the area of tlle lens is AL, of the photo-

i graphic film Ap, and the spot size A (see Fig. 4.3). Then the image
g

exposure (HI) , i.e., the energy emitted by the laser passing through

I the camera lens per unit area of spot size is given by:

_Li = Power Received x time of exposure (9)

kl Area of Spot size

T_e power received by the photographic film (PF) is given by:

|
Pr- = PRAL '_ (10)

I where PR is given by equation (3), and _ is the total tzansmittance

of the filter, collimator, and can,era lens system. Combining equations

I (9) and (I0) gives:

PRAL t

I .... (n)HI Ag

I where t is the time of exposure.
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!
! The exposure due to the background sky (HB) is:

i , NB_ A_t_

HB" A

! (12)

|
NBALt A NBALt a_

f2 f2 A"_ Ap . g

I wYere, c_ and _ are the solid angles that the plata and spot sizes_btend gat the center of the lens, rerpec_ively
o

N is the sky background irradiance (watte/ft 2 - steradian - A),

l B _S the bandwidth of the filter,

_nd f is the focal length of the lens.

i Dividing equation (8) by (9) yields

i Hl PR-- = -- (13)

i It is a_sumed that the background exposure time is the same as the

image exposure timej which will be guaranteed oy th collimator.

l Xt is seen from equation (13) that in order to determine the

signal-to-noise exposure one must know the image spot size. The

l resolution of the '_strotar" lens ie about 35 microns° Then, with a
5ti

focal length of 30.5 ca., and an aperture of 4 _ , _8 is calculated to

i be 1.03 x 10-8 steradians.

Values for N for differer_t sun azimuths and laser positions have

l been substituted in=o equation (13) and sets of curves d_duced for an

atmospheric condition termed as '_¢ery clear" (see G. P. Kuiper (ed.) -

i Th_ At___beres of the Earth and Pianat..___.._The l_niverslty of Chicagoo
Press_ Chicago, p. 52) and a filter bandwidth of I0 A. These curves

l 1920-Firm1 -33-
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are shown in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5. The slEnal-to-nolse exposures are

plotted against the altitude and for various azimaths_ measuring from

the sun's azimuth. Each family of curves is for a given solar altitude.

The signal-to-noise ratios are seen to vary from about 0.9:1 when the

laser is within about 10° of the sun to 45:1 when the laser lies in

the opposite sky to the sun and with sun's altitude low and laser's

altitude high. As the laser's altitude dips below i5c, the signal-

to-noise ratio rapidly approaches 1:i.

In order to examine the effects of atmospheric condition, curves

have been plotted for signal-to-noise as a function of zeniCh distance

for various atmospheric conditions. The curves aver=ged over the

various solar altitudes are sho_,'nin i'ig. 4.6, The ones fur individual

solar altitudes are shown in Figs. 4.7 Through 4.10. All curves are

based on. an azimuth of 90° .

From photographic contrast considerations, the film donsity

resulting from signal plus background exposure must be at least 0.05

density units above that due to the background alone EO. uldenberg,

J.
Opt. Soc. Am. 46, 300 (1956 d. A typical film exposure _i_r%-8is

shown in Fig. 4.11. We can write:

DT = y lOglo (H! + !_) + const.

DB _ ¥19gi0 HB + const.

HI Or.- D_

. ". ZOgl0(z+ ._ - Y

When HI << _ this gives:

HI/HB _ 2.3 (14)Y

where: DT i_ the density resulting from exv:sure of signal plus sky

DB Is the density resultlng from sky alone

and V is a characteristic for a photographic film.
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Thus, for the Kodak 103a - F film, with ¥ - 2, x#e see that the minimum

signal-to-noise ratio is 0.056:1, or that the background can be as

much as 17 times the signal. It is seen, therefore, that the abe.re
_ignnl-to-noi_e ratios encountered are more than adequate, as long as

_[ the beacon does not come within about I0° of the suT. and remains at

least 15° above the horizon.

|

|

!

|

I

!

|

!

I

I

!
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5. SIGNP_ SENSITIVITY

The minimum si6_al req_i_ed is, of course, dictated by the film

used. The Kodak 103a - U film, e.g., requires 0.05 erg/cJ to produce

a density which !Jes 0.6 units above the fog level [.Kodak P__hotographic

Films and Plates For Scientific and Technical Us___e,8th Edition, 1960;

pages 20 and 21_: the criteria generally taken for film sensitivities.

The laser signal is degraded in at least three area_: transmiss%on

through the atmosphere, filter absorption, and losses through the

collimator and lens system. For a very clear day and a zenith dista, ce

of 45° the transmittance of the atmosphere (k = 6940 _) is about 74
o

percent° A I percent (70 A) bandwidth filter would have a tran_mitLavce

of about 75 percent. _ In Section 3.8, it was stated that the collimator

would give an additional 3 percent loss. Thus, the over-all

transmittance would be about 54 percent. The image exposure is given

by equation (ii). Substituting iv appropriate values, one gets for HI

a value of 0.023 ergs/cm 2. The signal-to-noise ratio using the above

filter would be at least I:i over most of the sky, and the total

exposure would be at least 0.046 ergs/cm z. This is _een to be

approximately what is required. A number of avenues of approach could

be taken to improve the situation. One method is to pre-fog the film,

*It should be mentioned that the cost for a given slze interference

filter rises x_pldly for bandwidth8 less than 1 _ercent, e.g., the

prices for a 2" x 2" filter manufactured by Balrd-Atomic, Inc. are as

follows: a 0.1 percent bandwidth _osts _375; a 0.7 percent bandwidth

costs _150; I percent - _I00; and 20 p,rcent - _70. In _ddition,
the transmittance increases slightly above a I percent bandwidth, b:_t

d_ops off significantly toward the 0.I percent bandwidth
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_" or, what ,_c_nts to th_ same thing, larger background noise level6 can

be tolera_eJ, as the signal-to-noise ratio is much rlore than needed.

- Pre-fogging c_n be achieved in several way_: one method is to expose
the photographic film beforehand by a known amount; one can use a

wider bandwidth filter with corresponding increase in signal strength;

| one can use a longer shutter speed; or one can allow overlapping of

sky images by a suitably deslg,zed collimator. In particular, if the

I noise is increased lO-fold by, say, using interference filters with

I0 percez_t bandwidths, the to_al exposure would be at least 0.23 ergs/c 2.

_ Another improvement would be to decrease the angular beam spread of ghe

laser output from 180° to 60°. This will result in a signal improve_ePt

of a factor of 8. With weight permitting_ one can use two or more
lasers which again would double the signal strength.

!

|

!

!

I
i

I

I

!
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In this report_ a description has been given of the various

components of a laser beacon together with the problems chat will De

encountered. The weight of the beacon proper for an uncooled system_

excluding components for synchronization_ is estimated to be about

22 poundsj and the volume about 650 cu. in. _ _
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